
 
 
THE PLASTERDOG CUSTOMIZER THEME: 
 
This theme was configured to allow for a great degree of customization without the feature bloat you 
will find in “builder” themes. This is not a builder theme per se, but rather a theme that anticipates 
most common layout configurations, and provides the capacity for the site owner to set most aspects 
of the color scheme via WordPress “customizer” options. The overall default layout has a left side 
column with a fixed header. The header has a place for a 250 x 150px logo image and will show the 
site name and slogan directly to the right of the logo. The phone number and social media links will 
show in the upper right corner. 
 
The footer will show the phone number and site copyright on the left side and the street address, site 
name and site slogan on the right. 
 
The Advanced Custom Fields (https://wordpress.org/plugins/advanced-custom-fields/ ) plugin is 
required for the theme to work correctly, and the Disable Gutenberg 
(https://wordpress.org/plugins/disable-gutenberg/ ) is highly recommended. 
 
 
PAGE TEMPLATES: 
 
There are five layout options which can be accomplished via page template selection. To select a 
page template (other than default) go to the “page attributes” panel in the right column of the page 
editor and make a selection from the “template” drop-down. 
 

 
 
 



DEFAULT TEMPLATE: 
 

 
 

The default page template and the post template are as in most typical WordPress themes with two 
exceptions: 

1) The widget region for pages is distinct from the widget region for posts (and post archives) 
 

2) There is an additional “background image” field in the editor which enables the selection of an 
image to be placed in a full “cover” behind the sidebar and content regions – my 
recommendation for image selection is to use an image that is set to be 1500px in width and is 
optimized to be no more than 100kb in size  



ARCHIVE PAGE TEMPLATE: 
 

 
 
The “archive page” template builds on the default layout by appending an array of posts below the 
main content region. By default all posts of all categories will show, but you can refine this display by 
entering the “slug” name for your desired category and your desired number of excerpted posts to 
show in the provided fields. 
 

 



There are unique behaviors in how the array is set up based on how the relevant posts are 
configured: 

1) If the featured image is specified in the post then it will show in the array. 
2) If the excerpt field is populated in the post the title, featured image and the “find out more” link 

will point to the full post. 
3) If the excerpt is not populated in the post then the entire content will show in the array and no 

linkage will be set 

NOTE: these same behaviors will apply if you elect to display the standard category array 

 
FULL WIDTH: 
 

 
 
The full width template shows no sidebar  



LANDING PAGE TEMPLATE: 
 
OPTION #1 
 

 
 
OPTION #2 
 

 



 
Depending on your preference the main content area can be placed either above or below the three 
features by selecting the appropriate radio button: 

 

If you don’t populate the content region at all, only the three features will show regardless of radio 
button selection. 

Each feature has a field for: an image, a title, excerpt and an internal site link. 

 

NOTE: while external links (with full leading https://) will work here it is not advised as you will be 
directing traffic away from your site, 



SPLIT PAGE TEMPLATE: 
 

 
 
The split page template behaves like the full width template with two additional regions below which 
display as side by side columns. 
  



CUSTOMIZER PANELS: 
The WordPress customizer is found via: 
 Appearance 
 Customize 

 
COLORS PANEL: 
The Customizer theme includes color setting controls for the color settings on this list: 

 header text color 
 background color 
 link color 
 link hover color 
 navigation link color 
 navigation link hover color 
 social media link color 
 social media link hover color 
 headings color 
 body text color 
 header background color 
 footer background color 
 footer text color 
 border color 

 
A word of advice on setting color combinations: 
Setting a color scheme can be tricky … remember that colors just like music have harmonic rules and 
when there is dissonance the results can be quite horrible. A sound strategy can be to pick a base 
color and then take a look at the Adobe Color tool (formerly known as Kuler): 
https://color.adobe.com/create/color-wheel/  
 
The six major harmony schemes can be applied which will give you a selection of four additional 
colors in sync with your base color. 
 
HEADER IMAGE: 
The specified size for the logo is 250 x 150px and you will be prompted to crop your image if it does 
not comply with those dimensions. If you skip the cropping process the image will display at 250px 
wide and will retain the original aspect ratio. 
 
ADDITIONAL CSS: 
This is a panel where you can insert CSS over-ride rules. Bear in mind you already will have full 
control over the color scheme via the customizer and this panel is really for those who are fairly fluent 
in CSS. 
 
CUSTOMIZER PANELS YOU WILL NOT SEE: 
Many themes will offer redundant linkage to the following settings in the customizer 
 

 Title & Tagline: configured via => settings => general 
 Background Image: this is superseded by the in-page controls 
 Navigation Menus: configured via => appearance => menus 
 Widgets: configured via => appearance => widgets 
 Front Page: configured via => settings => reading 

 
  



GLOBAL CUSTOM FIELDS: 
Found via: 
 Settings 
 Global Custom Fields 

 
This section allows you to set links for social media sites: 
 

 
 
As well as contact information & Google Analytics Tracking Code  
 

 
 
  



WIDGET REGIONS: 
 
 Appearance 
 Widgets 

 
There are two widget regions, one for category archives and the other for pages (using either the 
default or archive page template). Having these two distinct widget regions which show in the same 
position allows you to show different sidebar content depending on whether a page or post is being 
viewed. 
 

 
 
MAIN MENU ASSIGNMENT: 
 
 Appearance 
 Menus 

 
To attach a menu to the header region select a menu, check the “primary menu” option, and save the 
menu. 
 

 
 
NOTE:  I do not recommend using the “automatically add new top-level pages to this menu”  


